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The aim of the paper is to describe the design of the manipulation system for the raw ceramic chimney pipe raw
blank to avoid deformation of the pipe during handling and to increase the productivity of the manufacturing
process. The process of manufacturing of a ceramic chimney pipe begins with extrusion of the raw refractory
material. The extruded semi-finished product is then processed and then transferred by hand to a kiln car on
which it is dried and fired. It is this manipulation that heavily contributes in the deformation of the fired chimney
pipes. Due to the low stiffness of the raw ceramic chimney pipe, deformation occurs by manual handling. In order
to avoid these deformations, it is necessary to design a suitable concept and construction solution of the manipulation system. Due to the nature of the chimney pipe, the automation of manipulation is rather difficult. The pipe is
very soft in the raw state, its surface is rough, wet and greasy. This paper deals with the design of an optimal
solution for the manipulation of ceramic chimney pipes, which will prevent the chimney pipe from deforming,
negatively affecting its quality and making it possible to increase the productivity of ceramic chimney pipes production.
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Introduction
Ceramic chimney pipes (CCP) are one of the main refractory products and are used as the main building part
of domestic and industrial chimney systems. Compared
to other materials, the ceramic pipes are characterized by
high heat and corrosion resistance.
The ceramic chimney pipe is made of a refractory, water-insoluble mixture, most often based on silicates and
clays. The basic elements of each ceramic composition
are dense materials (for example, silica or aluminium oxides in crude or fired state) and a binder such as clay. Further, the composition may contain fillers and other substances which modify its properties in both raw and fired
state. In the ceramic mixture, the most abundant is clay.
Most ceramic products are then formed from the clay
mixture by cold forming at different moisture levels of
the crude mixture. For the production of some ceramic
products, a liquid mixture is required, for others a mixture
is almost dry. The drier mixture is mainly used for
moulded ceramic products. After firing the raw product,
the ceramic material itself is formed.
Ceramic chimney pipes are plastic after extrusion and
are easily deformed. When the force is applied, deformation occurs on the CCP, which does not disappear
when the force is applied. Long-term observations have
shown that this deformation often occurs at the end of the
production process, specifically after firing. If the force
acting on the raw CCP is too high, the raw ceramic pipe
is structurally broken and cracks are formed in the extruded mass of the blank. Due to the high pressure in the
press (30-100 MPa), such cracks cannot be closed in any
way. An inappropriate method of handling CCPs can result in high scrap rate of the final product, up to 10%.
However, the resulting scrap is actually even higher.
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Chimney pipes with significant deformation, but below
the given limit by customer, may be unusable for chimney
system installation due to the nature, position and quantity of the deformations. If these significantly deformed
pipes are included in the total scrap rate, the scrap rate
will be up to 15%. By optimizing the handling of raw
CCP, this number can be reduced by more than 50%.

Concept Design of Manipulation System
The production of ceramic chimney pipes begins with
the formation of a starting mixture of input raw material.
This mixture is then brought to a horizontal or vertical
press from which an endless blank is extruded. After the
endless blank is pushed out by the press, it is necessary to
cut this blank and then to process it. Subsequently, it is
necessary to transport the finished ceramic chimney pipes
in the raw state to the drying or kiln car. The problem lies
in the way in which the ceramic chimney pipe is transferred to the car. With manual manipulation, the pipe is
deformed in its central part, and after firing it exhibits significant shape deformities even on the end of pipe (due to
stacking of the pipes on top of each other) that cannot be
removed from the product.
There are several approaches to the design of end effectors (gripper). However, the easiest division is on two
groups, the mechanical or vacuum grip of the pipe blank.
The advantage of mechanical gripper is a more reliable
grip, the disadvantage is the fact, there can be a greater
force applying on differences in the shapes of the pipe
blank and causing further deformations. The advantage of
the vacuum gripping system is the minimization of the
acting force, the great disadvantage is the instability of
the grip with the possibility of loss of vacuum. After performing the risk analysis, the use of vacuum technology
seems to be a more viable solution because of the minimal
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force impact on the raw CCP and the high variability of
this solution. Another reason for the choice of vacuum
manipulation is the fact that the chimney pipe blank as
well as the final product is highly abrasive and any mechanical manipulator would need increased servicing.
However, there is a need to design properly the entire system to ensure stable repeatability, despite CCP shape differences and their coarse, greasy and wet surfaces. This
places a requirement on the design and selection of suitable effector elements. For the above reasons, it is necessary to replace the existing manual way of handling the
new technology.
Regarding the manipulation device - manipulator, the
conception can be divided for simplification into the main
two groups. The first is the use of a single-purpose machine and the other is the use of a robotic arm. Therefore,
it is a fixed or flexible automation. Due to the diversity of
the dimensions of the chimney pipes, the combination of
both types of automation was used. [6,8]
The robotic arm equipped with the gripper will manipulate the high turnover types of pipes. For the less frequent types of pipes, a manual manipulator would be used
which would consist of a dedicated device and a manual
manipulation device provided with a gripper. The expected benefits are reduced deformation and the ability to
accelerate line tact when needed to increase production.
If the chimney pipe blank had higher and stable mechanical properties, the design of a new manipulation technology would not pose a major challenge. However, due to
the nature of the raw ceramic mass of the chimney pipe,
handling without causing deformation and maintaining
productivity is a difficult task.

Testing of Suction Cup’s Holding Force
Before designing the constructional variants of the
manipulation equipment, it was necessary to design and
realize tests of the holding force (load capacity tests) of
vacuum elements - suction cups. There are a number of
suction cups for many applications, but they are mostly
used on flat and clean (degreased) surfaces. There are suction cups specially designed for manipulation with preserved metal sheets, but the chimney pipes in addition are
damp and greasy, rough and oval. Therefore, different
suction cup shapes and sizes were selected for the tests.
Applying outer force on the ceramic chimney pipe by
any load is not possible without distributing the applied
force to the largest possible surface of the raw ceramic
pipe – it would lead to creation of a crack in the CCP plastic extruded material. In Fig. 1, the scheme of radial and
axial load tests can be seen. This test was designed to determine the maximum load capacity of the testing gripper
(fixture) and vacuum elements in the radial and axial directions. This test also included verification that the suction cups do not damage the chimney pipe surface during
handling, because, from the quality point of view, visible
markings of the suction cup’s edges are not acceptable.
The test was carried out using a hydraulic jack and a load
cell. Since it is a very soft material where the applied
force has to be distributed to the largest possible area of
the loaded chimney pipe. Therefore, pipe with a similar
external diameter as the inner diameter of the CCP was
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used as a support element at radial load. In the axial direction, a large diameter circular plate was used to distribute the applied force across the upper edge of the chimney
pipe. The suction cups were connected to ejectors generating a vacuum of up to - 95 kPa. [6]

Fig. 1 Design of radial (left) and axial (right) load
capacity tests
On the basis of the test results, oval suction cups designed for handling greasy metal sheets were chosen.
Compared to sheet metal handling, however, it is necessary to choose a larger suction cup size. At the same time,
however, the size of the suction cup must not be too large,
in order to maintain the suction cup properties, to follow
the round shape of the pipe. The performed test showed a
smooth suction of selected vacuum suction cups with sufficient radial and axial load capacity. The test was conducted for different vacuum levels by controlling the
compressed air leading to the ejector. At the compressed
air source have been set 3, 4, 4.5 and 5 bars. For these
values, the maximum load rating values on the test fixture
were evaluated. However, higher vacuum values caused
visible markings on the surface of the chimney pipe,
which are not tolerable. Due to the state of the pipe’s surface, the differences in holding force between lowest and
highest feeding pressures were only about 20% of the
measured force. Therefore, for the industrial application,
it is better to have multiple suction cups with lower levels
of vacuum to avoid generation of the markings. The best
results were achieved by combination of feeding pressure
of 2,5 – 3 bar (vacuum level approximately – 60 kPa) and
four oval suction cups with dimension of 90 x 35 mm.
With this setting, the holding force was high enough
(above 400 N) and also stable, even after conducting
movement with the testing fixture. Thanks to the lower
feeding pressure, there were almost non markings left on
the surface of the pipe’s blank. [7,10]
The results of the tests had been compared with theoretical calculations. The following calculations were
made to establish the size of suction cup. Input variables:
weight of chimney pipe = m = 10 kg, gravitational constant = g = 9,81 m.s2, Maximum achievable acceleration
= At = 12 m.s2. Firstly, the axial force (1) and radial force
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(2) were calculated. After that, the Overall holding force
(Fu) was calculated (3) and from this equation, the force
on one suction cup was calculated (4) with assumption of
using 4 suction cups. From these results, the Minimum
%
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Fu...Overall holding force [N]
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Prototype effectors - Effector with oval suction cups, steel plate effector, pocket effector
Manual effectors - Effector for long CCP, effector for short CCP
Robotic effectors - Effector for short CCP,
effector for 4 short CCP and base ring

Prototype Effector - Gripper with Oval Suction
Cups
(5)

Where:
A... The effective surface of the suction cup [cm]
ΔP...Vacuum level [Pa]
The calculated surface is around 31 cm2, which responds to rectangular suction cup with dimensions of 80
x 35 mm. Through tests and also through calculation, it
was verified, that 4 suction cups with dimensions at least
80 x 35 mm will generate enough holding force to ensure
grip through whole chimney pipe manipulation. This result corresponds with the results of the previously described tests. To further increase reliability of the grip
throughout the manipulation process, oval suction cup
with dimensions of 90 x 35 mm, originally designed for
manipulation with preserved sheets, was chosen for design of final effectors (not the prototypes).

Design of End Effectors
Several designs of end effectors (grippers) have been
proposed upon completion of the load capacity tests. Before the designing the solutions themselves, the necessary
requirements for the whole system were defined. The
most important requirements are the rigidity of the structure, low weight and the ability of the manipulation mechanism to handle the load without loss of grip during dynamic motions. [1]
For this reason, prototypes of grippers were designed
in the first step (in parallel with the suction cups holding
tests), which aimed to detect possible imperfections in the
handling mechanism. After successful testing of functional variants (prototypes) it was possible to design the
effectors for real operation. Due to the production of several types of ceramic chimney pipes, the effectors were
also designed in various design solutions. The second step
was the design of manually operated grippers to be serviced by employees. Thanks to the implementation of the
vacuum balancer, there will be low physical effort needed
from the employee. The third and final step was the design of the grippers for the robotic arm. [2]
The following subchapters will describe the individual design solutions:
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In this variant of the prototype, it was a basic arrangement of suction cups on welded aluminium frame. The
suction cups were placed at an angle of 80 degrees. The
suction cups were chosen to be low profile with a size of
80 x 40 mm with a total of four suction cups symmetrically positioned at the top of the chimney pipe in a horizontal position. The model of the effector prototype is
shown in Fig. 2.
There were several shortcomings during the functional tests. Sufficient safety was considered when designing suction cups. But due to a character of the chimney pipe’s surface, the tests with this prototype resulted
in a low dynamic load bearing capacity. After switching
on the vacuum supply, there was a rapid suction with high
load capacity in static state. The problem occurred during
a more rapid movement, where the nature of the surface
with the design of the tested suction cup (low profile and
too rigid) lead to loose of the grip. Another problem has
been caused by the combination of relatively large low
profile suction cups combined with a higher vacuum
value. In addition to having a low dynamic load capacity
after suction, the suction cups also showed clearly visible
markings on the surface of the raw ceramic pipe. Surface
quality is one of the guarded features of pipe quality, and
therefore similar markings are unacceptable.

Fig. 2 Model of prototype effector with Oval Suction
Cups
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4.2 Prototype Effector - Steel Sheet Gripper
The second version of the vacuum effector prototype
was designed based on the results of the first version.
First, the number and type of suction cups had changed.
In this design, low-profile suction cups were used, this
time round shape of 10 mm diameter with a total of 16
pieces. These suction cups were placed on a metal sheet
that was shaped into an arc that follows the shape of the
CCP.
During the first test, it has been found, that this type
of suction cups were unsuitable for this application. If a
product with a higher shape deformity is present on the
manufacturing line, then it is not possible to pick the part
with the proposed effector. The reason for this is the impossibility of any change in the position of the individual
suction cups due to the positioning on the shaped sheet
and also, the suction cups are too rigid to make up for the
pipe’s deformation. If there is an imperfect suction, even
just one suction cup, the level of vacuum in the circuit is
significantly compromised and the efficiency of the entire
system will drop rapidly. In part, this problem could be
solved by placing check valves on each of the suction
cups or by using a multiple element vacuum source. Nevertheless, this solution will not solve the occurrence of the
markings on the surface.
4.3 Prototype Effector - Pocket Gripper
Based on the existing knowledge, a third design of
vacuum extraction has been proposed. Since the previous
version was made of formed sheet metal whose shape
copied the outer diameter of the CCP, it was decided that
this sheet would be used to make this construction. The
solution is based on the disassemble of the existing placement of individual suction cups, gluing of the sealing
mass on the circumference of the whole sheet (including
several strips in the middle part) and subsequent use of
already produced holes for supplying vacuum to the
working space. This results in a large-sized suction cup
with a large work surface, as shown in Fig. 3.
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The tests of this design itself were the most successful
ones throughout testing of the prototypes. During the
tests, there was always a smooth suction, excellent static
load capacity and sufficient dynamic load capacity, which
withstood even more severe shocks. The advantage of this
solution is also the possibility of segmenting the vacuum
into individual zones, by means of control valves, which
prevent possible failure in a situation where an imperfect
suction in a particular place would occur. However, the
main disadvantage is the higher weight of the whole
structure. Another problem has arisen after completing
further dynamic tests and it is a lack of mechanical resistance of the sealant to abrasive wear caused by the raw
chimney pipe material. Another disadvantage occurs,
when pipe with already existing minimal deformations is
manipulated. The shape of the pocket is given, so it cannot adapt to other then perfect shape of the pipe’s blank.
Despite very good holding capabilities, this design is not
entirely usable for given task.
4.4 Manual Effector - Gripper for Long CCP
With the knowledge gathered through the results of
the tests, the original design (effector with oval suction
cups), made of aluminium profiles from Bosh Rexroth,
was used. For this variant, both the design and the suction
cups have been optimized (based on load capacity tests).
This allows the effector to be converted to another product type (depending on size) if necessary. The construction was based on a basic supporting element, on which
support arms are attached via adjustable joints. Suction
cups are placed on these arms. The entire structure is reinforced with aluminium alloy sheet metal parts. Based
on the results of the load-bearing tests, the entire structure
was more reinforced with more robust bracing. The load
capacity tests described in chapter 3 of this paper, were
carried out in a static state, since a future fit for the robot
arm is planned, a higher safety coefficient should be considered. Therefore, 8 suction cups are used in the modified design, due to expected heavier chimney pipes. The
individual suction cups opposite each other are connected
in two separated circuits. There are 4 suction cups in each
circuit and one ejector as the vacuum source. Because of
this type of connection, even if one suction cup will not
be attached, that means the suction loss in all 4 suction
cups, the other 4 suction cups will continue to produce
enough grip to finish the manipulation movement. This
fact was observed several times during testing of the gripper.
4.5 Manual Effector - Gripper for Short CCP

Fig. 3 Prototype of Pocket Gripper
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Compared to the previous effector, this effector is designed for short CCPs. Despite the shorter construction,
the effector has same amount of suction cups. Because of
this fact, it can be used for heavier variants of pipes. To
ensure suction, it was necessary to maintain the number
of suction cups. Again, the structure is made of aluminium profiles and aluminium and steel sheets. Each suction
cup has its own arm with swivel joint and only opposed
suction cups are connected. This makes it easy to adjust
for CCP with slightly different diameters. The model of
the effector is shown in Fig. .
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The first effector is used on the robotic arm to remove
the CCP from the production line and place it on stacking
platform in vertical position. After assembly of correct
number of pipes (4 x CCP + base ring), this whole assembled unit will be moved on the kiln car using a second
robot arm with a effector, as described in section 4.7. Unlike manual effector, not the joints, but the milled parts
are used to further increase stiffness. This will result in
greater rigidity. Reinforcements are from steel plates. [9]
The entire gripper is fixed with T-bolts to the machined steel flange. The flange is attached to a spacing
tube that is threaded and has a pin hole on both sides. This
tube is then attached to the robot flange.
4.7 Robotic Effector - Gripper for 4 short CCP and
Base Ring
Fig. 4 Model of Manual Gripper for Short CCP
4.6 Robotic Effector - Gripper for Short CCP
Previous effectors are designed for manual manipulation of CCP types that are characterized by low production volumes. The effectors described in this chapter are
designed for use in a automatic production line. For this
reason, the emphasis is on the rigidity of the effectors
while maintaining the concept of proven variant design.
The structure is again realized with aluminium profiles,
aluminium and steel sheets as bracings. Compared to manual effectors, there are more steel parts to increase stiffness. These designs of handling effectors include the parts
needed for implementation with KUKA robots. The vacuum, in the case of robotic manipulation, is produced by
a system of ejectors.

The design of this effector comes directly from the
previous variant (chapter 4.6). The same segments are
used to hold individual CCPs. The weight of the entire
effector and flanges will be around 27 kg (without fasteners and pneumatic accessories). The flange for attaching
the effector body to the distance tube is larger than in the
case of a gripper for one CCP, but is of the same construction. A shorter distance tube was also used to minimalize
momentum. Fig. 5 shows the design of the effector. The
difference between this and previous variant is the segment for removing the base ring. It consists of a weldment
made of machined sheets. This weldment serves as a base
to determine the position of 4 smaller suction cups used
for gripping the smaller base ring. Depending on differences in ceramic chimney pipes production, the base ring
is not obligatory to use in the production process.

Fig. 5 Model of Robotic Gripper for 4 short CCP and Base Ring

Design of Manipulation Device for Chimney
Pipes Production
In this paper, there was previously described, that two
types of manipulation device are being used to handle the
chimney pipes. The less common dimensions of CCP low volume production will be a single-purpose machine
supplemented with a manual manipulator. Robotic arms
incorporated into the automatic production line will be
used for high turnover products.
The manipulation device for low volume production
consists of the single-purpose device itself and a manual
vacuum manipulator provided with the above-mentioned
effectors. The manipulation of the CCP within this solution uses vacuum and suction cups, both on the device and
on the manual manipulator. Again, vacuum is provided
by series of ejectors. The handling process begins with
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the removal of the CCP blank from the conveyor (after
extrusion and blank cutting) with a single-purpose device.
Then, the CCP blank is moved at next station for cleaning
of material residues after cutting. Another position of manipulation within suggested production line is the placement of the CCP blank in the device for creation of the
sealing element – mostly referred to as tongue and groove. After the sealing element has been formed, the finished raw pipe is moved to the final position of the single-purpose machine where it is turned into a vertical position. Here, the handling process provided by the singlepurpose device ends and the handling process of the manual vacuum manipulator provided with the gripper begins. The employee removes the finished raw pipe from
the end position with the manipulator and the vacuum balancer using and places it on the drying car. By creating
this manual manipulator, employees are no longer subject
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to excessive physical stress. From a structural point of
view, the main supporting part of the single-purpose device is a frame made of iron profiles and a movable axis
with three grippers for CCP, whose horizontal position is
unchangeable. This axis has two given positions, which
is sufficient for the CCP to be manipulated to the appropriate positions. This makes controlling and function of
this device’s design very simple, easy to control, change
configuration or maintain. When changing production to
another type of pipe, only the grippers are replaced on the
device and the technologic device creating the sealing
element is also adjusted. Fig. 6 shows the single-purpose
device model. [3]

Fig. 6 Model of Manipulation device – Single-purpose
device
A different manipulation system was chosen for high
turnover production. After extrusion, the pipe extrusion is
cut and moved to the first (smaller) robotic arm workspace by a conveyor. By the first robot, the pipe blank is
picked from the conveyor by the gripper and manipulated
to the stacking location. Then, the robot returns to the position to pick up the next pipe blank. As soon as 3 to 4
pipes (depending on the position on the kiln car and dimensions of the kiln) are placed at the stacking location
(with or without base ring), the second robot comes forward. This second (larger) robot with a large gripper picks
up all the pipes (and with base ring if present) at once and
moves them to a predetermined target position on the surface of the kiln car. During this manipulation, the weight
of the manipulated assembly and the maximum range of
the robot needed to place the assembly in the furthest corner of the kiln car are the limiting factors of automation.
Due to the very short tact times of the chimney pipes production line, which is usually in seconds, and the handling
distances, it was necessary to use at least two industrial
robots to achieve high productivity of the manufacturing
process. Within this manipulation system design, great
emphasis is placed on the ability of the gripper to achieve
reliable grip with the CCP blank. Loss of vacuum would
result in manipulated pipes falling during handling, and
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thus in stopping the production line. This risk was reduced within the presented design by the design of the
gripper and the usage of proved vacuum accessories accompanied with tested wiring and assembly. [3,4]

Conclusion
This paper deals with design of manipulation with raw
blank of ceramic chimney pipe. Unlike rigid products, the
raw chimney pipe is plastic and easy to deform under any
acting force. These deformations manifest themselves
usually after the whole manufacturing process, after firing. That leads to increase of scrap rate and even inability
to properly assemble chimney system from these manufactured ceramic chimney pipes. Therefore, the goal was
to design technology of manipulation with raw ceramic
chimney pipe blank. The blank itself isn’t that easy to manipulate. In its state, it is wet, greasy, has very rough surface and the blanks usually has slightly different dimensions. After combining these facts, the pipe is very difficult to manipulate by classic fashion. The main goals of
these paper were to design solutions of manipulation system for chimney pipes to minimize their deformation,
mainly the design of grippers and manipulation systems.
The activities described in this article can be divided
into 3 interconnected groups: design and testing of end
effectors (grippers) for CCP manipulation, CCP load capacity tests and design of manipulation systems (device)
with CCP.
Three prototype variants of grippers were designed. In
the beginning of the research, the risk analysis took place
to point out optimal mean of manipulation – mechanical
or vacuum. Because of the nature of the raw chimney
pipe, all the design are using vacuum devices for manipulation. These prototype effectors were used for static
load carrying tests and the optimal design variant of the
gripper effector was selected based on test results. At the
same time as the prototypes, suction cups were tested for
load capacity and a suitable type of suction cup was chosen based on these tests - a larger suction cup originally
intended for handling oiled sheet metal. This resultant
variant was subsequently modified and 4 grippers were
designed for real industrial operation. Two grippers for
manual operation and two effectors for robotic arm.
All four gripper variants were submitted to semi-operational test and the grippers met all the requirements established for handling the chimney pipes without undesirable deformation of the shape and surface of the pipe.
These grippers will be used within the two proposed
chimney pipe manipulation systems. For the less frequent
dimensions of the pipes, a system using a single-purpose
device together with a manually operated manipulator
was designed. The synergy of these two manipulation
technologies ensures sufficient productivity while maintaining the flexibility of the production line. For the more
frequent dimensions of the chimney pipes, an automatic
manipulation system using two robotic arms was designed to maximize the productivity of handling process
and reduce the tact time of the production line. This
places high demands on the quality of the manipulation
system, especially on the grippers and the quality of suction vacuum elements.
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